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We all have the habit of clicking pictures and capturing the moments we live. Whenever we go on a
trip, vacation, party etc. we capture those moments in our camera. Similarly we can capture the
yoga pictures as well. These pictures can be captured while you are practicing various poses of
yoga at a yoga retreat or at some beautiful place that has a divine feel and scenic beauty. These
photos will not only help you relive those moments of peace but also might help you make some
money out of it.

Many online sites, blogs and discussion forums keep writing about yoga and its postures and
benefits. While writing they many times need visual cues to support their statement or explain their
statement. There are not many pictures available online. If you capture various poses, mudras and
meditation poses , these pictures can help you make some money

Many websites need such images and they buy good pictures with high resolution. There are many
sites that buy these pictures and many designers as well who look for such pictures to support their
themes. If you are good at photography and have a nice camera, the simple pictures that you click
can help you make some good money.

Photos clicked at good landscaped that have a soothing environment, calm faces and depict the
various asanas well, have a huge demand. An online site istockphoto.com, buys and sells such
pictures. This site charges around $24 for every download. Out of these $24 you get 20% as royalty
fee. Exclusive members of this site get up to 40% as royalty fee.

Besides these sites there are some other sites such as fotosearch.com, etc. This site has paid as
well free pictures. The site has a tag written below every picture that says whether the picture is free
or is charged.

Another benefit of this online selling of pictures is that you would soon be recognized everywhere. If
you always had a dream of becoming a successful model or wanted everyone to know you
wherever you go, your pictures would do this for you. Imagine everyone seeing your image on
websites, blogs and forums. You will soon be recognized all over the internet and have a good
recognition among the internet audiences.

Brush your photography skills, and click some high resolution pictures that will help you cherish your
memories as well benefit you. If you think in economic terms than your trip might just be free of cost
as you would recover most of it by selling the pictures you clicked while practicing yoga postures
and meditation at any of the yoga retreats or even at a beautiful park.
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